ATTUNITY CONNECT
Standard Data Access & Comprehensive Adapter Suite
Attunity Connect is a family
of pre-built, standards-based

Attunity Connect unlocks data sources and makes legacy applications seamlessly interoperable. With

drivers and adapters to

Attunity Connect, you can:

enterprise data sources and
legacy applications that



provide unmatched
performance and reliability.

Seamlessly access legacy data for initiative such as business intelligence and enterprise
portals



Build .NET and Java/J2EE applications that interact with legacy systems



Accelerate EAI initiatives with certified adapters.

Attunity Connect provides universal integration with support to both data-oriented integration based
“Because Attunity Connect

on SQL and service-oriented integration based on XML and Web Services. It supports a comprehensive

supports over 23 other data

list of data sources and applications, on platforms ranging from Windows and UNIX to HP NonStop and

sources on 14 platforms, it

Mainframes.

gives us single interface to all
enterprise data, regardless of
the platform or database in
which the data resides.”

Washington State University

Benefits


Accelerate integration
projects



Reduce implementation risk



Reduce cost of ownership



Maximize utilization of
existing legacy systems



Increased ROI with support
for multiple IT initiatives
with a single solution

Attunity Connect functional architecture

Accelerate integration
projects
Deliver more business value
faster by taking advantage of
Attunity’s off-the-shelf products.

Attunity Connect Components
SQL Query Processor
The Query Processor (QP) provides optimized query execution of SQL client requests. It provides
the query processing services for non-relational data sources making them behave like relational
data sources. The QP also guarantees data integrity with transaction management support.
SQL Query Governor
The Query Governor provides a safety net for running queries against operational data sources,

Reduce implementation
risk
Attunity Connect has been
proven in thousands of customer
implementations around the
world.

enabling to define rules that stop bad queries from affecting the system’s service level.
XML Service Processor
The XML Server Processor handles incoming XML client requests. It validates the request, translates
it into calls to native adapters and returns a response in XML format. The processor supports
advanced features such as transaction management and request batching.
XML Event Services
Attunity Event Services provide message-oriented integration between Attunity Servers and enterprise

Reduce the cost of
ownership
Unlike hand-coded solutions,
Attunity Connect is easy to
implement and maintain.

applications (e.g. Application Servers, ETL, Integration Brokers).
Metadata Management
Attunity provides metadata management that allows organizations to import and control data
models from legacy applications and data sources. For non-relational data sources, Attunity
further enables you to define mappings to an enhanced relational data model.
Native Drivers and Adapters
Attunity provides pre-built drivers and adapters to over 35 data sources (relational, network, indexed,

Increase ROI
Maximize the utilization of your
legacy systems. Unlock valuable
business data using Attunity
Connect to provide enterprise
data integration for multiple IT
initiatives.
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hierarchical, object, and fl at-file data) on over 25 computing platforms. Native adapters take advantage
of platform-specific features to improve performance.

Supported Systems:
Relational

Non Relational

Applications

Platforms

DB2

Adabas

COBOL

z/OS

DB2/400

Delimited text

CICS

iSeries

DBMS

C/D ISAM

IMS/TM

HP NonStop

Informix

Enscribe

RPG

OpenVMS

Ingres

Flat Files

Pathway

UNIX

Oracle

IMS/DB

Tuxedo

Linux

Oracle Rdb

RMS

Any 3GL

Windows

SQL/MP

QSAM

SQL Server

VSAM

Sybase
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“Attunity Connect is very straightforward to use. It gives us the high quality
data we need to turn internal business processes and fixed resources into
flexible commercial services.”
Stuart Allen
Convergence Program Manager
Lloyd’s of London
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